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Introduction

!

• The existing large LHC detectors were designed to find strongly interacting heavy particles. 

• But energetic light particles are primarily produced in the far-forward direction, and all particles with ƞ
> 4.5 escape down the beampipe
• e.g. 1% of pions with E > 10 GeV are produced in the forward 0.000001% of the solid angle (ƞ > 9.2)

• There is therefore a rich and unexplored physics program in the far forward direction for 
weakly interacting light particles.

• SM: TeV neutrinos of all flavours at the highest energies from a human-made source.  Neutrinos also 
enable probes of QCD, proton and nuclear structure. 

• BSM: world-leading sensitivities to LLPs, FIPs, dark sectors, including dark photons, axion-like 
particles, milli-charged particles, dark matter, …

A’, a, mCPs, DM, …

!! , !" , !#, p, K, D, … 

SUSY, top, Higgs, …
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The existing collider detectors (e.g. ATLAS) were designed to find strongly interacting heavy particles

There is a rich and unexplored physics program in the far forward direction!

TeV neutrino measurement
Weekly interacting light particles (BSM) search

FASER

Energetic light particles are 
produced in the far-forward 
direction

Unexplored region
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FASER Symmetry Magazine

arXiv:1812.09139  
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 095011  

Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 61  
arXiv:2001.03073 

• ForwArd Search ExpeRiment (FASER) at the LHC 
Placed 480 m downstream of the ATLAS IP on the beam axis 
to be installed in the LHC to take data in run3 

•  Physics moGvaGon 
New long lived parHcle search  
High energy Neutrino from p-p collisions 

2Tomohiro Inada (Tsinghua University), VCI 2022 Vienna (online), 21-25.02.2022

The FASER Experiment

• Large Hadron Collider (LHC): KL km ring collider, NO.P TeV proton-proton collisions 

• Energetic particles (π, K, D, etc) produced in the far-forward direction of the collisions 

• FASER(ForwArd Search ExpeRiment) is a new experiment at the LHC  
to search for long-lived BSM particles (dark photon, axion-like-particles (ALPs))  
and study TeV neutrinos "



FASER Detector

#

arXiv:''().++,')

Radius: ~NW cm 
Length: ~L m

X LHCb calorimeter modules

W.PT air-core permanent dipole

N.Zm

!.Pm long tracker (QR ATLAS SCTs)

on the beam collision axis

Scintillators for veto, trigger, and 
preshower (particle ID)

2 tungsten layers (2 X0) + 2 graphite layers + 2 scintillators

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11427


Results from FASER

$

Results from the FASER experiment
SM

• Neutrino candidates with Run2 data, 
Summer 2021

10.1103/PhysRevD.104.L091101

• Neutrino detection with electronic 
detectors with 2022 data, Moriond
2023

10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.031801

• First 𝜈𝑒, 𝜈𝜇 cross sections with 
emulsion detector

• 10.48550/arXiv.2403.12520

BSM
• Dark photon with 2022 data, 

Moriond 2023 + Updates
10.1016/j.physletb.2023.138378

• Axion-Like-Particles (ALPs) with 
2022, 2023 data

• Preliminary result
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2024/3/29 Akitaka Ariga, FASER, Moriond EW 2024 6

≃70 fb-1 collected in 2022-2023
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24 24

A. Ariga, Moriond EW KWKX

Conf note: CERN-FASER-CONF-KWKX-WWN



ALPs

• ZL.L fb−N collected in KWKK and KWKO 
• Very collimated energetic photon pair produced 

- A high energy deposit in the electromagnetic (EM) 
calorimeter (> =.$ TeV in calorimeter selected) 

• Expecting ".:! ± ".UV from ν CC interactions  
in pre-shower station 

• Observed X event after unblinding 
• Probing new parameter space of the ALPs Model A

a
γ

γ
8

FIG. 4. Sketch of an ALP event traversing through the FASER detector. As ALPs are electrically neutral,
we expect no signature in any of the veto stations, followed by signal in the preshower and large deposit in
the calorimeter. The dotted lines show that the ALP is leaving no signal in the detector and the white blobs
in the preshower layers and the calorimeter depict energy deposits. The ALP is allowed to decay within the
sensitive detector volume comprising the region across all three magnets, with a total length of 4 m.

Following the above, the event selection requires events triggering the calorimeter and in time
with the collision timing. Hence, only events corresponding to colliding bunches are selected, with
a requirement on the calorimeter timing to be > �5 ns and < 10 ns to ensure consistency with
collision timing. These times are with respect to the expected time, and are calibrated on a run-
by-run basis using muon events.

Since no veto signal is expected from the ALPs signal, the charge deposited in each of the five
veto stations is required to be less than half that expected from a MIP.

With the current detector design, the two photons cannot be resolved and hence selections on the
overall charge deposits in the preshower and calorimeter are applied. A charge deposit is required
in the preshower layers, with the second layer being greater than the charge deposit equivalent of
10 MIPs and the preshower ratio being greater than 4.5. This is because the photons are expected
to shower in the material in the preshower, releasing more energy in the second layer, hence the
preshower ratio is expected to be high. Lastly, a large calorimeter energy deposit above 1.5 TeV
is required for the two-photon ALP signature. For this analysis, the calorimeter energy variable
considered is the summed calorimeter energy across all modules.

The selections applied on data and MC are summarised in Table I. The event selection is designed
to ensure high acceptance of ALPs that decay anywhere in the sensitive detector volume, ALPs
decaying inside the calorimeter will be suppressed by the preshower cuts. Additionally, the two
photons from the ALP decay are generally separated by < 1 mm and the detector resolution cannot
resolve this. To increase sensitivity to such models, an upgrade to the preshower system is planned
[53].

Cutflows showing the fraction of events that pass the above selection are shown in Table II for a
representative ALP model. Across the (ma, gaWW ) parameter space in regions FASER is sensitive
to, the e�ciency of the preshower ratio cut is between 75 and 80%. Across the ALP mass range the
e�ciency of the second preshower layer cut is above 95%. The e�ciency of the calorimeter energy
cut for low mass and high coupling is close to 99%, and at higher mass the e�ciency is between
30% and 90%. At low mass and low coupling this falls to less than 30%, but this region is already
largely excluded.

VI. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION

Various sources of background are considered in the analysis. The primary background is antic-
ipated to result from neutrino interactions within the detector. Other physics-related backgrounds
may arise from neutral hadrons entering the detector, muons that bypass the veto scintillator

Conf note: CERN-FASER-CONF-KWKX-WWN
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FIG. 9. Interpretation of the signal region yield as ALP exclusion limits with the assumption of 0.42 neutrino
background events. Systematic uncertainties described in Table V are included.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This note presents FASER’s first search for new particles decaying into photons and ALPs,
marking its first exploration of BSM physics predominantly produced in heavy-flavour decays. Data
collected by FASER in 2022 and 2023 from proton-proton collisions at the LHC with a center-of-
mass-energy of 13.6 TeV have been studied. A model with an ALP coupling to SU(2)L gauge bosons
has been considered. Multiple SM background sources that can mimic a similar detector signal as
ALPs have been studied. The dominant background stems from neutrinos crossing the FASER
detector volume and interacting with its material. Other backgrounds such as cosmic muons and
interactions of the LHC beam with the beam gas have been studied and can be considered negligible
in the context of this analysis. One data event was observed in the signal region, with a background
expectation of 0.42±0.38. Coupling strengths of the ALP to weak gauge bosons between 3⇥10�5 to
5⇥ 10�4 GeV�1 were excluded in previously unprobed parameter space with ALP masses between
100 and 250 MeV. ALPs as heavy as 300 MeV were excluded for a coupling strength of 7 ⇥ 10�5

GeV�1.

ALPs coupling to  
SU(K)L gauge bosons

3

FIG. 1. An example of a quark-level Feynman diagram in which an ALP with W couplings is produced in
the FCNC decay of a b- or s-flavoured hadron.
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where ma is the ALP mass, gaWW is the ALP coupling parameter, and Wµ⌫ is the SU(2)L field
strength tensor. This model can be viewed as a UV completion of the Physics Beyond Colliders [17]
benchmark model BC9, where only couplings to photons were considered.

In the models considered in this study, ALPs arise in decays of b- or s-flavoured hadrons produced
at IP1, primarily via flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) decays. The underlying quark-level
Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 1. The dominant production processes, at almost equal rates,
include the decays of B0 and B± mesons into ALPs and various possible strange hadrons. Decays
of other B-hadrons, such as Bs mesons, are expected to contribute significantly less to the ALP
production rate. In the low ma range, where kinematically allowed, kaons can also decay into a
pion and an ALP. Once produced, the dominant ALP decay mode is into two photons. The decay
a ! �ee through an o↵-shell photon has a branching fraction at the percent level and is negligible
for this study.

Figure 2 shows the expected acceptance, e�ciency, and signal yield for the ALP model considered
in this note as functions ofma and gaWW . Predictions are obtained using Monte Carlo (MC) samples
generated with the FORESEE [18] package prior to the detector response simulation (referred to as
truth level) and assuming an integrated luminosity of 57.7 fb�1.

Light particles created in B-meson decays are highly collimated around the LOS, leading to a
small spread and good acceptance within the FASER detector volume [9]. In the parameter space
of interest, typical signal acceptances in the FASER detector volume are of the order of 10�6 to
10�7 (Figure 2, top left). Given that FASER covers around 10�8 of the solid angle of the ATLAS
IP and the decay-in-volume probability is < 0.3%, this highlights the beneficial location of FASER
for BSM searches.

Since the forward hadron inherits a sizable fraction of the beam energy, the ALPs reaching
FASER can have multi-TeV momenta [9]. The e�ciency for selecting ALPs with energy above
1.5 TeV (Figure 2, top right) is well above 50% for high coupling values, and is 10% or more for
a large part of the parameter space, for example, around ALP masses of 100 MeV and down to
couplings of 10�5 GeV�1.

Assuming a background-free analysis and a luminosity of 57.7 fb�1, signal yields evaluated at
truth level as a function of ma and coupling gaWW are shown in Figure 2, bottom, where the
e↵ects of the ALP momentum cut and the typical signal selection e�ciency are included. As
evident in this figure, with the current dataset, FASER has the sensitivity to see hundreds of ALP
events in currently unconstrained regions of parameter space. Also shown is a contour highlighting
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What Are We Willing to Detect: Two Photon Signal

Chiara Magliocca | 10th BTTB Workshop 323.06.2022
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• Resolve diphoton events by upgraded 
pre-shower calorimeter with high X-Y 
granularity 
- Improve ν BG suppression in the 

search for ALPs 
• The updated detector could also 

improve the search for dark-photons 
(A’ → e+e- ) or similar final states

Stefano Zambito | Université de Genève 21

Diphoton Signature: SensiAvity
• The new preshower will enable the precise measurement of the di-photon final state ! 

‣ Axion-like particle (a) coupled to photons: Nγ→Na, with a→γγ 
๏ light (ma ~ 100 MeV) and highly boosted (E ~ TeV) ALP ➡ photons from the decay very closely spaced (δγγ  ~1 mm - 200 µm)  

‣ Significant extension of FASER’s sensitivity reach in the ALP phase-space

2. New preshower detector (2/4)

Sergio Gonzalez (UniGe) 723rd iWoRiD Conference - 27.06.2022
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(the luminosity expected to be delivered by the LHC in 2024) and 3 ab�1 (the expected luminosity
from the HL-LHC). The results are shown for two cases: i) an ideal detector with 100% identification
e�ciency for photon-pairs across the whole energy and separation range (red and blue lines); ii)220

the realistic scenario in which the e�ciencies of the preshower detector from the reconstruction
algorithm described above are applied, with di�erent scenarios of minimal separation between the
photons (black curves). Figure 5 shows clearly that the preshower detector we propose will allow
FASER to significantly extend the sensitivity reach of past experiments already with the 90 fb�1 to
be delivered by the LHC in 2024.225

Figure 5: Sensitivity reach of the FASER W-Si preshower in the ALP parameter space. The blue and red
lines show the reach for an ideal detector with 100% photon-pair reconstruction e�ciency for the Run-3
(90 fb�1) and HL-LHC (3 ab�1) expected integrated luminosities for 14 TeV collision energy. The black
lines show the sensitivity reach for 90 fb�1 of data including simulated e�ciencies for photon-pairs with
⇢W > 200 GeV and various values of XWW . The grey-shaded regions represents the parameter space currently
excluded by experiment [10][6].

The sensitivity reach is calculated for the acceptance of the proposed new FASER preshower.
The preshower will cover an area of 175 ⇥ 134 mm2, which corresponds approximately to 74% of
the total FASER acceptance (a 10 cm-radius circle determined by the magnet aperture).

As well as allowing a robust ALP! WW search, the updated detector could also improve the
search for dark-photons (�0

! 4+4�) or similar final states. Here the upgraded preshower allows230

more measurements of charged particles at the back of the detector, compared to the existing back
tracking station, and with better position resolution. This could allow to separate very closely
spaced tracks, which can not be separated with the current detector, and may allow to increase
the length of the decay volume, to include the second magnet, increasing the acceptance by 70%.
It will also make the detector more robust to possible ine�ciencies in the back tracking station235
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Ideal detector, 
L=3 ab-1

Ideal detector, 
L=90 fb-1

Realistic efficiencies, L=90 fb-1 

Eγ > 200 GeV, δγγ > 200 µm

2.2 Physics potential

variation of the energies of the photon pairs. The same algorithm was also used to study how often
two photons are reconstructed when only one photon is generated. This study gives a fake rate of
about 2% for ⇢W = 1 TeV, raising to about 4% for the highest relevant photon energies.200

To evaluate the preshower performance with a more evolved reconstruction, we have developed
a di-photon event tagging algorithm that uses a convolutional neural network, which treats the event
reconstruction as an imaging problem [13][14]. The preliminary results are very promising: as
shown by the blue curve in Figure 4 the machine-learning-based approach achieves 95% e�ciency
and < 0.5% fake rate, outperforming the more conventional event-reconstruction algorithm.205

Figure 4: Di-photon event tagging e�ciency expected for the upgraded preshower. The orange line shows
the results obtained with the purposely-developed conventional algorithm. The blue line shows the results
obtained with a Machine-Learning-based approach. Photons of 1 TeV energy are considered in this study.

We highlight that a pixel pitch of 100 `m and the longitudinal granularity provided by six
silicon layers allows simultaneous reconstruction of the shower positions of two close by photons
within a large energy range (from 100 GeV to several TeV) and provides a minimum redundancy
for an e�ective operation during data taking. The marginal gain provided by the 50 µm pixel pitch
was not large enough to justify the increase of complexity, power consumption and dead space of210

the resulting ASIC.
The results obtained with the simple reconstruction algorithm were used to assess the discovery

potential for ALPs with the proposed preshower. The di-photon reconstruction e�ciencies as a
function of the photon energies and separation were used together with the ALP predicted cross-
section for the various (<0, 60,, ) points in the ALP parameter space considered. The results are215

shown in Figure 5, where the curves for FASER correspond to the observation of at least 3 signal
events with 100% background rejection, and are calculated for an integrated luminosity of 90 fb�1

– 8 –

Impact of upgrader preshower evaluated for benchmark dark photon (a) model

 =▶︎                        coupling to SU(2)L

 =▶︎ abundant LHC production 
        thanks to coupling with W  
 =▶︎ a exclusively decays to 𝛾𝛾  

2 Physics motivations

2.1 Physics case120

The LHC and the HL-LHC programs o�er a unique opportunity to search for dark matter at the
high-intensity frontier, with an approach that has not been exploited so far. FASER was the first
experiment purposely designed to investigate the production at the LHC of low-mass LLPs decaying
into two leptons, thus extending the LHC physics program. The discovery potential of FASER can
be extended further by enabling the precise measurement of LLPs having photons in the final state:125

the introduction of a new preshower detector made of interleaved layers of tungsten and silicon
pixel sensors will make FASER the first and unique LHC experiment sensitive to low-mass LLPs
with photons in the final state. It will also extend the FASER detection capability to all possible
final states, maximizing the sensitivity to new physics of the experiment.

There are many models that predict LLPs decaying into photons:130

1. The benchmark model that we chose to drive the design of the high-resolution preshower
detector is that of ALPs, a broad class of pseudoscalar particles decaying into photons
[4][5][6].

2. Any model involving LLPs that can decay into final states involving neutral pions, which
then decay into two photons, like in + ! Wc0

! 3W. A prominent example is a light dark135

scalar boson [4], which decays into two neutral pions. Another example is a sterile neutrino
# decaying via # ! ac0 [7].

3. Any model and extension of the previous cases in which the LLP decays into two charged
pions and a neutral pion. An example is the * (1)⌫ or * (1)⌫�3!C0D gauge boson considered
in [8], which decays in + ! c+c�c0. Another example would be an ALP with coupling140

to gluons, which would decay for example into 0 ! c+c�W or c+c�c0 as considered in
[9]. In these cases the information from the preshower and the one from the tracker would
complement each other to reconstruct the event.

In addition to the above models, the new detector could enable the detection of a dark-sector
consisting of dark matter -1 and another state -2 with mass splitting <-2 � <-1 < 1 MeV, such145

that only decays -2 ! -1 + W are allowed.
In all the cases described, the photons would be highly energetic (O(100GeV � 5TeV)) and

very collimated. In the present FASER preshower and calorimeter, they would be indistinguishable
from any high energy neutral background particle. The high-granularity preshower proposed here
will enable these measurements in FASER. It will increase the sensitivity of the present FASER150

detector, allowing a search that is complementary to the other LHC experiments.

2.2 Expected performance

To characterise the performance of the preshower detector, we consider a model of an ALP which
couples to the field strength tensor of the (* (2)! gauge group via L ⇠ 60,,0,,̃ , as discussed
in [10]. After electroweak symmetry breaking, it acquires couplings to all the electroweak gauge155

bosons, for example ,-bosons and photons. The coupling to ,-bosons allows for an abundant

– 5 –
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New Preshower Detector [I]

2. New preshower detector (1/4)

Sergio Gonzalez (UniGe) 623rd iWoRiD Conference - 27.06.2022

2.1 Introduction

allow for the removal of some aluminum profiles (holding the scintillator station). The maximum
envelope has been defined to accommodate the size of the bottom baseplate in aluminum along the
transverse axis. The vertical axis is only driven by the LoS, defined at 253mm nominally above
the baseplate, so that the FASER Preshower has to be centered with respect to this LoS. Some530

further clearances are needed when moving FASER to accommodate with the ATLAS crossing
angle modification (maximum lowering by -18 mm while the maximum upward movement is 66
mm up from the nominal LoS, and 60 mm maximum towards the trench wall). The mechanical
design and service integration should take this constraint into account, meaning that the detector
will be able to move accordingly without interfering with neighboring parts. The latter constraint535

led to a decision to have the electrical services placed only on one side (away from the tunnel
wall) for which the available space is larger and accessibility is much better. This will make the
integration and cabling of the active patch panels much easier.

Figure 20: Left: Overview of the FASER detector as of today, with the calorimeter on the left side and the
current preshower detector highlighted in green . Right: Side view of the current preshower detector with at
the right hand side the last tracking station with the service cables connected.

The preshower layout and concept allows for modularity between the absorber plane made of
Tungsten and the instrumented plane with the readout modules. The design is to have 6 successive540

layers, each made of an absorber plane of one radiation length, followed by a readout module plane.
Figures 21 show projective and perspective views of the stackup of the proposed FASER

preshower station with a superposition of the magnet opening.
Figure 22 shows a CAD view of the integrated preshower with plastic scintillators in front and

on the rear side. The latter two counters will allow to feed additional inputs to the trigger logic board545

(TLB) which will provide online the relevant trigger decision to the preshower backend readout (see
section 7.4). The space along the beam axis between the di�erent parts is relatively large and it is
used for integration clearance but may allow to have some contingency (⇠ 40 mm) when making
the detailed integration drawings. The data cables will make the interconnection between the active
patch panels on the left hand side (looking from the front of FASER) and the GPIO cards located550

– 27 –

Current preshower New preshower

• Current preshower detector 
‣ 2 layers of 3 mm-thick tungsten (~1 X0 each) + scintillator counter 

‣ distinction between photons and DIS of high energy neutrinos 

๏ though calorimeter segmentation not able to resolve two close-by high energy photons 

• Proposal of a new high-granularity preshower detector based on monolithic pixel sensors 

‣ aim for installation end of 2023, for last two years of Run 3 data-taking before LS3 

‣ project already approved by CERN (CERN-LHCC-2022-006)

Upgraded preshower detector
 =▶︎ 6 detector planes + 2 scinAllators

 =▶︎ targeAng installaAon in 2024, during LHC Run 3

↳ each plane: 1 X0 tungsten + monolithic Si pixel sensors

 =▶︎ project approved by CERN: CERN-LHCC-2022-006 

• Baseline layout 
‣ 6 layers of silicon detector plane + tungsten (1X0) 

‣ 12 modules per detector layer, each module made of 6 monolithic 

pixel ASICs 

๏ total of 432 ASICs, or 11.5M pixels

2. New preshower detector (3/4)

Sergio Gonzalez (UniGe) 823rd iWoRiD Conference - 27.06.2022

2.3 Layout
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Figure 21: Left: Front projected CAD view of the preshower detector overlaid with the yellow shade of the
the magnet aperture. Right: Perspective view of the 6 preshower planes and with the configuration of one
active patch panel per layer on one side.

in the crate on top of the preshower detector (see Figure 22).
The detector integration will be implemented in such a way that the access to some reference

points will be possible to perform a survey with the laser system to be done by the CERN BE-GS
group. The preshower station will have a system to tune its position with respect to the Tracker
stations within a few hundred microns of precision. A crane put in place for the main FASER detector555

installation and situated directly above the FASER detector, can be used to ease the installation of
the Preshower station.
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5 Detector plane

5.1 Module

The readout module will consist of an assembly of six ASICs mounted in an array of two by three.
Given the expected dimensions of an ASIC the module size will be 31⇥67 mm2 . The gap between405

the ASICs will be minimal, leading to an inactive area of the order of the guard-ring width ( . 300
`m).

Figure 13: Exploded CAD view of a module assembly. A module is composed by six ASICs glued to an
aluminum base-plate. The module flex with the electrical interconnection and the SMD components is glued
on the top of the ASICs. The bottom layer is the thermal interface sheet that will be added when integrating
a module to the cooling plate. The size is ⇠ 31 ⇥ 67 mm2.

Each module will be supported by a base-plate with thermo-mechanical and electrical insulation
features (See Figure 13). The base-plate will be made of aluminum with a high thermal conductivity.
The base-plate will be machined with six threaded holes plus a reference mounting hole and slot. It410

will then receive an electrolytic passivation treatment called hard anodising for surface insulation
and protection of the sensor edge against electrical breakdown. This procedure was already used to
produce the first thermo-mechanical prototype (Figure 14).

The electrical interface to the six ASICs for the I/O and powering will be made through a
flexible printed circuit board (PCB). Each ASIC has ⇠ 100 wire bonding pads to be interconnected415

to the flex PCB. The module flex will be interconnected to an external patch panel with zero-
insertion force connector for the digital signal, clock and command and with a separate pigtail for
the module powering.

The module will drive four types of power lines, three LV supply and one HV for the six ASICs.
While the sensors will have low current consumption (below 100 `�), the analog, the digital and420

the driver supply lines will consume ⇠ 1 A each. The system is designed to handle a module power

– 20 –

Figure 15: Preshower plane layout with 12 modules mounted on a cooling plate with an overlap along the
longer side of the modules. The cooling plate size is ⇠ 20 x 20 cm2 and 5 mm thick.

Table 2: List of parts in an instrumented plane with dimensions and mass. The module consists of
all the parts described on Figure 13 except the base plate and the thermal interface sheet.

Item Number Section [cm2] Thickness [mm] Weight [g]
Module 12 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 84
Lower mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 120
Upper mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 8 216
Aluminum cooling plate 1 20 ⇥ 20 5 500
Tungsten absorber plane 1 20 ⇥ 20 3.5 2700

(DMLS) method4 allowing to have the design features easily implemented and especially for the
cooling channel and external interfaces. It has the advantage, after a heat post-treatment, of having
an excellent isotropic thermal conductivity of ⇠ 180 W/mK and similar mechanical properties as
with a standard aluminum material. The plan is to machine the plates after being built allowing455

to achieve the necessary precision for the reference mounting holes and for the surface roughness.
Each module will be mounted with 6 screws and fixed against the cooling plate with a thermal
interface material called soft PGS (Pyrolithic Graphite Sheet) from Panasonic. This material has
the advantage of being a dry contact with a much better conductivity than any thermal paste or grease
existing on the market provided that a relatively uniform and high compression force can be applied460

(above 50 N/cm2). The module integration allows a very modular mounting and dismounting
assembly, which facilitates the reworking of a plane in case of necessity.

4The process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat but without reaching the point of liquefaction.
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Detector plane (12 modules)

• Baseline layout 
‣ 6 layers of silicon detector plane + tungsten (1X0) 
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๏ total of 432 ASICs, or 11.5M pixels
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Figure 21: Left: Front projected CAD view of the preshower detector overlaid with the yellow shade of the
the magnet aperture. Right: Perspective view of the 6 preshower planes and with the configuration of one
active patch panel per layer on one side.

in the crate on top of the preshower detector (see Figure 22).
The detector integration will be implemented in such a way that the access to some reference

points will be possible to perform a survey with the laser system to be done by the CERN BE-GS
group. The preshower station will have a system to tune its position with respect to the Tracker
stations within a few hundred microns of precision. A crane put in place for the main FASER detector555

installation and situated directly above the FASER detector, can be used to ease the installation of
the Preshower station.
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5.1 Module

The readout module will consist of an assembly of six ASICs mounted in an array of two by three.
Given the expected dimensions of an ASIC the module size will be 31⇥67 mm2 . The gap between405

the ASICs will be minimal, leading to an inactive area of the order of the guard-ring width ( . 300
`m).

Figure 13: Exploded CAD view of a module assembly. A module is composed by six ASICs glued to an
aluminum base-plate. The module flex with the electrical interconnection and the SMD components is glued
on the top of the ASICs. The bottom layer is the thermal interface sheet that will be added when integrating
a module to the cooling plate. The size is ⇠ 31 ⇥ 67 mm2.

Each module will be supported by a base-plate with thermo-mechanical and electrical insulation
features (See Figure 13). The base-plate will be made of aluminum with a high thermal conductivity.
The base-plate will be machined with six threaded holes plus a reference mounting hole and slot. It410

will then receive an electrolytic passivation treatment called hard anodising for surface insulation
and protection of the sensor edge against electrical breakdown. This procedure was already used to
produce the first thermo-mechanical prototype (Figure 14).

The electrical interface to the six ASICs for the I/O and powering will be made through a
flexible printed circuit board (PCB). Each ASIC has ⇠ 100 wire bonding pads to be interconnected415

to the flex PCB. The module flex will be interconnected to an external patch panel with zero-
insertion force connector for the digital signal, clock and command and with a separate pigtail for
the module powering.

The module will drive four types of power lines, three LV supply and one HV for the six ASICs.
While the sensors will have low current consumption (below 100 `�), the analog, the digital and420

the driver supply lines will consume ⇠ 1 A each. The system is designed to handle a module power
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Figure 15: Preshower plane layout with 12 modules mounted on a cooling plate with an overlap along the
longer side of the modules. The cooling plate size is ⇠ 20 x 20 cm2 and 5 mm thick.

Table 2: List of parts in an instrumented plane with dimensions and mass. The module consists of
all the parts described on Figure 13 except the base plate and the thermal interface sheet.

Item Number Section [cm2] Thickness [mm] Weight [g]
Module 12 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 84
Lower mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 120
Upper mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 8 216
Aluminum cooling plate 1 20 ⇥ 20 5 500
Tungsten absorber plane 1 20 ⇥ 20 3.5 2700

(DMLS) method4 allowing to have the design features easily implemented and especially for the
cooling channel and external interfaces. It has the advantage, after a heat post-treatment, of having
an excellent isotropic thermal conductivity of ⇠ 180 W/mK and similar mechanical properties as
with a standard aluminum material. The plan is to machine the plates after being built allowing455

to achieve the necessary precision for the reference mounting holes and for the surface roughness.
Each module will be mounted with 6 screws and fixed against the cooling plate with a thermal
interface material called soft PGS (Pyrolithic Graphite Sheet) from Panasonic. This material has
the advantage of being a dry contact with a much better conductivity than any thermal paste or grease
existing on the market provided that a relatively uniform and high compression force can be applied460

(above 50 N/cm2). The module integration allows a very modular mounting and dismounting
assembly, which facilitates the reworking of a plane in case of necessity.

4The process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat but without reaching the point of liquefaction.
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Figure 21: Left: Front projected CAD view of the preshower detector overlaid with the yellow shade of the
the magnet aperture. Right: Perspective view of the 6 preshower planes and with the configuration of one
active patch panel per layer on one side.

in the crate on top of the preshower detector (see Figure 22).
The detector integration will be implemented in such a way that the access to some reference

points will be possible to perform a survey with the laser system to be done by the CERN BE-GS
group. The preshower station will have a system to tune its position with respect to the Tracker
stations within a few hundred microns of precision. A crane put in place for the main FASER detector555

installation and situated directly above the FASER detector, can be used to ease the installation of
the Preshower station.
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The readout module will consist of an assembly of six ASICs mounted in an array of two by three.
Given the expected dimensions of an ASIC the module size will be 31⇥67 mm2 . The gap between405

the ASICs will be minimal, leading to an inactive area of the order of the guard-ring width ( . 300
`m).

Figure 13: Exploded CAD view of a module assembly. A module is composed by six ASICs glued to an
aluminum base-plate. The module flex with the electrical interconnection and the SMD components is glued
on the top of the ASICs. The bottom layer is the thermal interface sheet that will be added when integrating
a module to the cooling plate. The size is ⇠ 31 ⇥ 67 mm2.

Each module will be supported by a base-plate with thermo-mechanical and electrical insulation
features (See Figure 13). The base-plate will be made of aluminum with a high thermal conductivity.
The base-plate will be machined with six threaded holes plus a reference mounting hole and slot. It410

will then receive an electrolytic passivation treatment called hard anodising for surface insulation
and protection of the sensor edge against electrical breakdown. This procedure was already used to
produce the first thermo-mechanical prototype (Figure 14).

The electrical interface to the six ASICs for the I/O and powering will be made through a
flexible printed circuit board (PCB). Each ASIC has ⇠ 100 wire bonding pads to be interconnected415

to the flex PCB. The module flex will be interconnected to an external patch panel with zero-
insertion force connector for the digital signal, clock and command and with a separate pigtail for
the module powering.

The module will drive four types of power lines, three LV supply and one HV for the six ASICs.
While the sensors will have low current consumption (below 100 `�), the analog, the digital and420

the driver supply lines will consume ⇠ 1 A each. The system is designed to handle a module power
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Figure 15: Preshower plane layout with 12 modules mounted on a cooling plate with an overlap along the
longer side of the modules. The cooling plate size is ⇠ 20 x 20 cm2 and 5 mm thick.

Table 2: List of parts in an instrumented plane with dimensions and mass. The module consists of
all the parts described on Figure 13 except the base plate and the thermal interface sheet.

Item Number Section [cm2] Thickness [mm] Weight [g]
Module 12 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 84
Lower mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 120
Upper mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 8 216
Aluminum cooling plate 1 20 ⇥ 20 5 500
Tungsten absorber plane 1 20 ⇥ 20 3.5 2700

(DMLS) method4 allowing to have the design features easily implemented and especially for the
cooling channel and external interfaces. It has the advantage, after a heat post-treatment, of having
an excellent isotropic thermal conductivity of ⇠ 180 W/mK and similar mechanical properties as
with a standard aluminum material. The plan is to machine the plates after being built allowing455

to achieve the necessary precision for the reference mounting holes and for the surface roughness.
Each module will be mounted with 6 screws and fixed against the cooling plate with a thermal
interface material called soft PGS (Pyrolithic Graphite Sheet) from Panasonic. This material has
the advantage of being a dry contact with a much better conductivity than any thermal paste or grease
existing on the market provided that a relatively uniform and high compression force can be applied460

(above 50 N/cm2). The module integration allows a very modular mounting and dismounting
assembly, which facilitates the reworking of a plane in case of necessity.

4The process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat but without reaching the point of liquefaction.
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Figure 21: Left: Front projected CAD view of the preshower detector overlaid with the yellow shade of the
the magnet aperture. Right: Perspective view of the 6 preshower planes and with the configuration of one
active patch panel per layer on one side.

in the crate on top of the preshower detector (see Figure 22).
The detector integration will be implemented in such a way that the access to some reference

points will be possible to perform a survey with the laser system to be done by the CERN BE-GS
group. The preshower station will have a system to tune its position with respect to the Tracker
stations within a few hundred microns of precision. A crane put in place for the main FASER detector555

installation and situated directly above the FASER detector, can be used to ease the installation of
the Preshower station.
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Given the expected dimensions of an ASIC the module size will be 31⇥67 mm2 . The gap between405

the ASICs will be minimal, leading to an inactive area of the order of the guard-ring width ( . 300
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Figure 13: Exploded CAD view of a module assembly. A module is composed by six ASICs glued to an
aluminum base-plate. The module flex with the electrical interconnection and the SMD components is glued
on the top of the ASICs. The bottom layer is the thermal interface sheet that will be added when integrating
a module to the cooling plate. The size is ⇠ 31 ⇥ 67 mm2.

Each module will be supported by a base-plate with thermo-mechanical and electrical insulation
features (See Figure 13). The base-plate will be made of aluminum with a high thermal conductivity.
The base-plate will be machined with six threaded holes plus a reference mounting hole and slot. It410

will then receive an electrolytic passivation treatment called hard anodising for surface insulation
and protection of the sensor edge against electrical breakdown. This procedure was already used to
produce the first thermo-mechanical prototype (Figure 14).

The electrical interface to the six ASICs for the I/O and powering will be made through a
flexible printed circuit board (PCB). Each ASIC has ⇠ 100 wire bonding pads to be interconnected415

to the flex PCB. The module flex will be interconnected to an external patch panel with zero-
insertion force connector for the digital signal, clock and command and with a separate pigtail for
the module powering.

The module will drive four types of power lines, three LV supply and one HV for the six ASICs.
While the sensors will have low current consumption (below 100 `�), the analog, the digital and420

the driver supply lines will consume ⇠ 1 A each. The system is designed to handle a module power
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Figure 15: Preshower plane layout with 12 modules mounted on a cooling plate with an overlap along the
longer side of the modules. The cooling plate size is ⇠ 20 x 20 cm2 and 5 mm thick.

Table 2: List of parts in an instrumented plane with dimensions and mass. The module consists of
all the parts described on Figure 13 except the base plate and the thermal interface sheet.

Item Number Section [cm2] Thickness [mm] Weight [g]
Module 12 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 84
Lower mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 120
Upper mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 8 216
Aluminum cooling plate 1 20 ⇥ 20 5 500
Tungsten absorber plane 1 20 ⇥ 20 3.5 2700

(DMLS) method4 allowing to have the design features easily implemented and especially for the
cooling channel and external interfaces. It has the advantage, after a heat post-treatment, of having
an excellent isotropic thermal conductivity of ⇠ 180 W/mK and similar mechanical properties as
with a standard aluminum material. The plan is to machine the plates after being built allowing455

to achieve the necessary precision for the reference mounting holes and for the surface roughness.
Each module will be mounted with 6 screws and fixed against the cooling plate with a thermal
interface material called soft PGS (Pyrolithic Graphite Sheet) from Panasonic. This material has
the advantage of being a dry contact with a much better conductivity than any thermal paste or grease
existing on the market provided that a relatively uniform and high compression force can be applied460

(above 50 N/cm2). The module integration allows a very modular mounting and dismounting
assembly, which facilitates the reworking of a plane in case of necessity.

4The process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat but without reaching the point of liquefaction.
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Detector plane (12 modules)

6 planes in total (silicon detector + W plate)

12 modules per plane, on cooling plate

6 ASICs per module, 208x128 pixels each P planes in total (silicon detector + tungsten plate)

NK modules per plane, on cooling plate

P ASICs per module, KWjxNKj pixels each
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Why 6 planes?
Why pixelated sensors?

Pre-shower Simulation:
Diphoton Signature

Layer 3

• Simulation implemented in ALLPIX2 
‣ realistic hexagonal pixel matrix 

‣ charge measurement simulation (MC events from Cadence IC) 

๏ including channel-to-channel variations and ADC resolution 

‣ Example: two photons of E=1 TeV, 500 µm separation
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Simulation: Energy Resolution

• For the energy above NWW GeV, 
which is our primary area of 
interest, maintaining good 
energy resolution with 
preshower (PXW) correction
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Monolithic Pixel ASIC: Sensor
• Monolithic active pixel sensor  

‣ 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology (SG13G2 by IHP Microelectronics) 

‣ Low resistivity (<1 Ω.cm) ~230 µm-thick p+-substrate  

‣ High resistivity (350 Ω.cm) 50 µm-thick p-epitaxial layer (full depletion at ~120 V) 

‣ Hexagonal pixels of 65 µm sides; pixel capacitance 80 fF 

‣ In-pixel: FE (preamp, driver) and analogue memory to store charge information (ToT) 

๏ triple-well design, deep n-well  

๏ SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT) for signal amplification ➡ time resolution < 300 ps

3. Monolithic pixel ASIC (1/5)

Sergio Gonzalez (UniGe) 1023rd iWoRiD Conference - 27.06.2022

3.1 Sensor 

Sensor cross-section and 
technology

FULVIO MARTINELLI – 12TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTORS, BIRMINGHAM, 2021

• Monolithic pixel detector.
• 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS

technology provided by IHP 
Microelectronics. 

• Custom high-resistivity 50 μm
EPI layer. HV=-120 V, 
complete depletion. 

• Pixels integrated as triple-
wells. 

• Front-end electronics 
integrated in pixel.deep 

n-well

p-stop

p-well

pmos nmos
HBT • Monolithic ASIC in 130nm SiGe BiCMOS (*)

• Pixel size: hexagonal pixels with 65 μm side (≈ 100 µm pitch) 
• Chip size: 1.5 x 2.5 cm2

• Local analog memories to store the charge
• Ultra fast readout with no digital memory on-chip to 

minimize the dead area 

In between an imaging chip and a HEP detector

Main specifications

Pixel Size 65 μm side (hexagonal)

Pixel dynamic range 0.5 ÷ 65 fC

Cluster size O(1000) pixels

Readout time                         < 200 μs

Power consuption < 150 mW/cm2

Time resolution < 300 ps

Monolithic ASIC Specifications

Selected technology: SG13G2, by IHP microelectronics.

ASIC design in collaboration between
CERN, Univerisity of Geneva, and KIT

Chiara Magliocca | 10th BTTB Workshop 1223.06.2022

(*) See Théo Moretti’s and 
Matteo Milanesio’s talks

Monolithic active pixel sensor 
130 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology (IHP SG13G2)

 =▶︎ High-resisLvity (220 Ω⋅cm) substrate, about 130 μm thickness 

 =▶︎ Hexagonal pixels integrated as triple wells; 80 fF  pixel capacitance

                         
                      

 =▶︎ High dynamic range for charge measurement (0.5÷65 fC); fast readout of many channels

FASER Front-end and analog memory

• BJT-based preamp with MOS 
feedback inside pixel area.

• Analog memory in pixel.
• Low-power discriminator (outside 

or inside the pixel area)
• Memory control circuit outside 

pixel.
• Discriminator output activates 

the charging of the capacitor 
Cmem.

• reset and biasIdle are used to 
discharge Cmem when no hit 
occurs and to deal with leakage 
respecively. 

Fulvio Martinelli 7ASIC for upgrade of the pre-shower detector for the FASER experiment
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Sensor
• Monolithic active pixel sensor (MAPS) 

NOW nm SiGe BiCMOS technology (SGNOGK by IHP microelectronics) 
• ~NOW um thick, high-resistivity (KKW Ω‧cm) substrate 
• Hexagonal pixels integrated as triple wells; jW fF pixel capacitance 
• High dynamic range for charge measurement (W.Z - PZ fC) 
• Ultra fast readout, local analog memories to store the charge in pixel

=$
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‣ High resistivity (350 Ω.cm) 50 µm-thick p-epitaxial layer (full depletion at ~120 V) 

‣ Hexagonal pixels of 65 µm sides; pixel capacitance 80 fF 
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• Monolithic pixel detector.
• 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS

technology provided by IHP 
Microelectronics. 

• Custom high-resistivity 50 μm
EPI layer. HV=-120 V, 
complete depletion. 

• Pixels integrated as triple-
wells. 

• Front-end electronics 
integrated in pixel.deep 

n-well

p-stop

p-well

pmos nmos
HBT • Monolithic ASIC in 130nm SiGe BiCMOS (*)

• Pixel size: hexagonal pixels with 65 μm side (≈ 100 µm pitch) 
• Chip size: 1.5 x 2.5 cm2

• Local analog memories to store the charge
• Ultra fast readout with no digital memory on-chip to 

minimize the dead area 

In between an imaging chip and a HEP detector

Main specifications

Pixel Size 65 μm side (hexagonal)

Pixel dynamic range 0.5 ÷ 65 fC

Cluster size O(1000) pixels

Readout time                         < 200 μs

Power consuption < 150 mW/cm2

Time resolution < 300 ps

Monolithic ASIC Specifications

Selected technology: SG13G2, by IHP microelectronics.

ASIC design in collaboration between
CERN, Univerisity of Geneva, and KIT
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(*) See Théo Moretti’s and 
Matteo Milanesio’s talks

Monolithic active pixel sensor 
130 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology (IHP SG13G2)

 =▶︎ High-resisLvity (220 Ω⋅cm) substrate, about 130 μm thickness 

 =▶︎ Hexagonal pixels integrated as triple wells; 80 fF  pixel capacitance

                         
                      

 =▶︎ High dynamic range for charge measurement (0.5÷65 fC); fast readout of many channels

FASER Front-end and analog memory

• BJT-based preamp with MOS 
feedback inside pixel area.

• Analog memory in pixel.
• Low-power discriminator (outside 

or inside the pixel area)
• Memory control circuit outside 

pixel.
• Discriminator output activates 

the charging of the capacitor 
Cmem.

• reset and biasIdle are used to 
discharge Cmem when no hit 
occurs and to deal with leakage 
respecively. 

Fulvio Martinelli 7ASIC for upgrade of the pre-shower detector for the FASER experiment
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Monolithic Pixel ASIC: Sensor
• Monolithic active pixel sensor  

‣ 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology (SG13G2 by IHP Microelectronics) 

‣ Low resistivity (<1 Ω.cm) ~230 µm-thick p+-substrate  

‣ High resistivity (350 Ω.cm) 50 µm-thick p-epitaxial layer (full depletion at ~120 V) 

‣ Hexagonal pixels of 65 µm sides; pixel capacitance 80 fF 

‣ In-pixel: FE (preamp, driver) and analogue memory to store charge information (ToT) 

๏ triple-well design, deep n-well  

๏ SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT) for signal amplification ➡ time resolution < 300 ps
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Sensor cross-section and 
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• Monolithic pixel detector.
• 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS

technology provided by IHP 
Microelectronics. 

• Custom high-resistivity 50 μm
EPI layer. HV=-120 V, 
complete depletion. 

• Pixels integrated as triple-
wells. 

• Front-end electronics 
integrated in pixel.deep 

n-well

p-stop

p-well

pmos nmos
HBT • Monolithic ASIC in 130nm SiGe BiCMOS (*)

• Pixel size: hexagonal pixels with 65 μm side (≈ 100 µm pitch) 
• Chip size: 1.5 x 2.5 cm2

• Local analog memories to store the charge
• Ultra fast readout with no digital memory on-chip to 

minimize the dead area 

In between an imaging chip and a HEP detector

Main specifications

Pixel Size 65 μm side (hexagonal)

Pixel dynamic range 0.5 ÷ 65 fC

Cluster size O(1000) pixels

Readout time                         < 200 μs

Power consuption < 150 mW/cm2

Time resolution < 300 ps

Monolithic ASIC Specifications

Selected technology: SG13G2, by IHP microelectronics.

ASIC design in collaboration between
CERN, Univerisity of Geneva, and KIT

Chiara Magliocca | 10th BTTB Workshop 1223.06.2022

(*) See Théo Moretti’s and 
Matteo Milanesio’s talks

Monolithic active pixel sensor 
130 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology (IHP SG13G2)

 =▶︎ High-resisLvity (220 Ω⋅cm) substrate, about 130 μm thickness 

 =▶︎ Hexagonal pixels integrated as triple wells; 80 fF  pixel capacitance

                         
                      

 =▶︎ High dynamic range for charge measurement (0.5÷65 fC); fast readout of many channels

FASER Front-end and analog memory

• BJT-based preamp with MOS 
feedback inside pixel area.

• Analog memory in pixel.
• Low-power discriminator (outside 

or inside the pixel area)
• Memory control circuit outside 

pixel.
• Discriminator output activates 

the charging of the capacitor 
Cmem.

• reset and biasIdle are used to 
discharge Cmem when no hit 
occurs and to deal with leakage 
respecively. 

Fulvio Martinelli 7ASIC for upgrade of the pre-shower detector for the FASER experiment
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Pre-production
Cadence spectre simulation

Production
Cadence spectre simulation
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Tests with the 1060nm IR Laser
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Tests with 109Cd source: gain and ENC

14

Aim of the measurements:
• Test sensitivity to small charges 
• Identify the best Front-End working point
• Study the gain and ENC mismatch

109Cd has three peaks of emission: 
• 22.1 keV (around 1 fC)
• 25 keV (around 1 fC)
• 88 keV (around 4 fC)
plus Auger electrons at low energy

Measurement principle:
• Threshold scan to measure the hit rate and build the 

S-curve
• Fit the S-curve to obtain the gain and ENC

The idea is to identify two different working points:
• First two planes of the preshower where we aim to be 

more sensitive to smaller charges
• Rest of the planes, in which we have more charge 

deposited per pixel: be sensitive to smaller charges is 
not a priority

Pre-production ASIC
• Wafers received in June KWKK, tested in the laboratory 

- " super columns (=" SCs on a production chip)

=A

• Engineering run (IHP Microelectronics) 

• Reticle (2.4 x 1.5 cm2):  
‣ Three pixel matrices 

๏ FASER_MAIN 

❖ 128 x 64 pixels, 4 super-columns 

❖ in-pixel pre-amp and driver 

❖ discriminator outside 

๏ FASER_v2 

❖ 128 x 48 pixels, 3 super-columns 

❖ in-pixel pre-amp, driver, and discriminator 

๏ FASER_ALT 

❖ 128 x 48 pixels, 3 super-columns 

❖ no analogue memories.  

❖ counter for charge information 

‣ Several test structures  

๏ sensor, TDC, etc. 

• Thickness 300 µm, back-side processing

4. Pre-production chip (1/5)

Sergio Gonzalez (UniGe) 1523rd iWoRiD Conference - 27.06.2022

4.1 Submission

2

The run was submitted

Special TDC test structure

FASER_MAIN FASER_ALTFASER_v2

Wafers have arrived
• 3 standard wafers

• 3 special epi wafers

• 53 chips / layout / wafer

Lorenzo Paolozzi - FASER Technical Proposal, an overview 2
53 reticles / wafer

FASER_MAIN

Chiara Magliocca | TREDI 202420.02.2024 13

Wafers received in June 2022, tested in the laboratory
o I-V characteristics measured at probe station
o Charge response scrutinised with 109Cd and IR laser
o Stress-tests for digital electronics and readout

Pre-production ASIC
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Wafers received in June 2022, tested in the laboratory
o I-V characteristics measured at probe station
o Charge response scrutinised with 109Cd and IR laser
o Stress-tests for digital electronics and readout

Pre-production ASIC

The Pre-production ASIC

• Tests with NWoCd source 
- Extract gain and ENC  

from S-curves fitted to the 
threshold scan results

• Tests with NWPW nm IR laser 
- TOT mismatch on the  

pre-production chip  
from amplifier response

• I-V characteristic 
measured at a 
probe station

Chiara Magliocca | TREDI 202420.02.2024

Tests with the 1060nm IR Laser: TOT Mismatch

18

Aim of the measurements:
• Test the mismatch in measured charge pixel-to-pixel
• The charge is measured through TOT of the induced signal, a 

difference in gain pixel-to-pixel can cause mismatch

Measurement principle:
• Measuring TOT via fast-OR signal on the oscilloscope
• Varying per-pixel injected charge via laser attenuation

The injected charge as a function of the chosen laser intensity 
was calibrated using the internal ASIC testpulse

Measurement of the TOT as a function of the injected 
charge for same pixels probed with the 109Cd source

- To be improved in the production chip  
increasing the size of the preamplifier transistors

More details: C. Magliocca (TREDIKWKX)

https://agenda.infn.it/event/39042/contributions/221969/attachments/116338/167645/TREDI2024_Magliocca.pdf
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New Preshower Detector [II]• Baseline layout 
‣ 6 layers of silicon detector plane + tungsten (1X0) 

‣ 12 modules per detector layer, each module made of 6 monolithic 

pixel ASICs 

๏ total of 432 ASICs, or 11.5M pixels

2. New preshower detector (3/4)

Sergio Gonzalez (UniGe) 823rd iWoRiD Conference - 27.06.2022

2.3 Layout
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Figure 21: Left: Front projected CAD view of the preshower detector overlaid with the yellow shade of the
the magnet aperture. Right: Perspective view of the 6 preshower planes and with the configuration of one
active patch panel per layer on one side.

in the crate on top of the preshower detector (see Figure 22).
The detector integration will be implemented in such a way that the access to some reference

points will be possible to perform a survey with the laser system to be done by the CERN BE-GS
group. The preshower station will have a system to tune its position with respect to the Tracker
stations within a few hundred microns of precision. A crane put in place for the main FASER detector555

installation and situated directly above the FASER detector, can be used to ease the installation of
the Preshower station.

– 28 –
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5 Detector plane

5.1 Module

The readout module will consist of an assembly of six ASICs mounted in an array of two by three.
Given the expected dimensions of an ASIC the module size will be 31⇥67 mm2 . The gap between405

the ASICs will be minimal, leading to an inactive area of the order of the guard-ring width ( . 300
`m).

Figure 13: Exploded CAD view of a module assembly. A module is composed by six ASICs glued to an
aluminum base-plate. The module flex with the electrical interconnection and the SMD components is glued
on the top of the ASICs. The bottom layer is the thermal interface sheet that will be added when integrating
a module to the cooling plate. The size is ⇠ 31 ⇥ 67 mm2.

Each module will be supported by a base-plate with thermo-mechanical and electrical insulation
features (See Figure 13). The base-plate will be made of aluminum with a high thermal conductivity.
The base-plate will be machined with six threaded holes plus a reference mounting hole and slot. It410

will then receive an electrolytic passivation treatment called hard anodising for surface insulation
and protection of the sensor edge against electrical breakdown. This procedure was already used to
produce the first thermo-mechanical prototype (Figure 14).

The electrical interface to the six ASICs for the I/O and powering will be made through a
flexible printed circuit board (PCB). Each ASIC has ⇠ 100 wire bonding pads to be interconnected415

to the flex PCB. The module flex will be interconnected to an external patch panel with zero-
insertion force connector for the digital signal, clock and command and with a separate pigtail for
the module powering.

The module will drive four types of power lines, three LV supply and one HV for the six ASICs.
While the sensors will have low current consumption (below 100 `�), the analog, the digital and420

the driver supply lines will consume ⇠ 1 A each. The system is designed to handle a module power

– 20 –

Figure 15: Preshower plane layout with 12 modules mounted on a cooling plate with an overlap along the
longer side of the modules. The cooling plate size is ⇠ 20 x 20 cm2 and 5 mm thick.

Table 2: List of parts in an instrumented plane with dimensions and mass. The module consists of
all the parts described on Figure 13 except the base plate and the thermal interface sheet.

Item Number Section [cm2] Thickness [mm] Weight [g]
Module 12 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 84
Lower mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 120
Upper mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 8 216
Aluminum cooling plate 1 20 ⇥ 20 5 500
Tungsten absorber plane 1 20 ⇥ 20 3.5 2700

(DMLS) method4 allowing to have the design features easily implemented and especially for the
cooling channel and external interfaces. It has the advantage, after a heat post-treatment, of having
an excellent isotropic thermal conductivity of ⇠ 180 W/mK and similar mechanical properties as
with a standard aluminum material. The plan is to machine the plates after being built allowing455

to achieve the necessary precision for the reference mounting holes and for the surface roughness.
Each module will be mounted with 6 screws and fixed against the cooling plate with a thermal
interface material called soft PGS (Pyrolithic Graphite Sheet) from Panasonic. This material has
the advantage of being a dry contact with a much better conductivity than any thermal paste or grease
existing on the market provided that a relatively uniform and high compression force can be applied460

(above 50 N/cm2). The module integration allows a very modular mounting and dismounting
assembly, which facilitates the reworking of a plane in case of necessity.

4The process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat but without reaching the point of liquefaction.

– 22 –

Detector plane (12 modules)

• Baseline layout 
‣ 6 layers of silicon detector plane + tungsten (1X0) 

‣ 12 modules per detector layer, each module made of 6 monolithic 

pixel ASICs 

๏ total of 432 ASICs, or 11.5M pixels
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The detector integration will be implemented in such a way that the access to some reference

points will be possible to perform a survey with the laser system to be done by the CERN BE-GS
group. The preshower station will have a system to tune its position with respect to the Tracker
stations within a few hundred microns of precision. A crane put in place for the main FASER detector555

installation and situated directly above the FASER detector, can be used to ease the installation of
the Preshower station.
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the module powering.

The module will drive four types of power lines, three LV supply and one HV for the six ASICs.
While the sensors will have low current consumption (below 100 `�), the analog, the digital and420

the driver supply lines will consume ⇠ 1 A each. The system is designed to handle a module power
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all the parts described on Figure 13 except the base plate and the thermal interface sheet.

Item Number Section [cm2] Thickness [mm] Weight [g]
Module 12 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 4 84
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Upper mount base plate 6 6.7 ⇥ 3.1 8 216
Aluminum cooling plate 1 20 ⇥ 20 5 500
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(DMLS) method4 allowing to have the design features easily implemented and especially for the
cooling channel and external interfaces. It has the advantage, after a heat post-treatment, of having
an excellent isotropic thermal conductivity of ⇠ 180 W/mK and similar mechanical properties as
with a standard aluminum material. The plan is to machine the plates after being built allowing455

to achieve the necessary precision for the reference mounting holes and for the surface roughness.
Each module will be mounted with 6 screws and fixed against the cooling plate with a thermal
interface material called soft PGS (Pyrolithic Graphite Sheet) from Panasonic. This material has
the advantage of being a dry contact with a much better conductivity than any thermal paste or grease
existing on the market provided that a relatively uniform and high compression force can be applied460

(above 50 N/cm2). The module integration allows a very modular mounting and dismounting
assembly, which facilitates the reworking of a plane in case of necessity.

4The process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat but without reaching the point of liquefaction.
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Detector plane (12 modules)

6 planes in total (silicon detector + W plate)

12 modules per plane, on cooling plate

6 ASICs per module, 208x128 pixels each 

Production

=B

2

First Wafer With Functional Chips Received

Meanwhile, received first test wafer: no thinning (so it’s 750 μm thick) and metallisation

After quite a few (mainly administrative/logistic) hiccups, post-processing procedure finalised 

we laser-diced it ourselves: not  
perfect cuts as it’s thick, but OK for tests

Expect to receive post-processed wafers between mid and end of May

First wafer with functional chips

7

Module Assembly ProcedureIllustrations of Tools – Assembly Stand 

Illustrations of Components – Module Flex & Protection Cap

module assembly stand

module flex and protecVon cap

Module assembly tools almost ready: all components already procured, tools fabrication ongoing
Module flexes also in our hands already: 90 for 84 good modules targeted; more details here

Laurent, Didier

7

Module Assembly ProcedureIllustrations of Tools – Assembly Stand 

Illustrations of Components – Module Flex & Protection Cap

module assembly stand

module flex and protecVon cap

Module assembly tools almost ready: all components already procured, tools fabrication ongoing
Module flexes also in our hands already: 90 for 84 good modules targeted; more details here

Laurent, Didier

Module assembly tools

9

Active Patch Panel Testing Also Ongoing

2

FPGA Board
Adapter Board 

(A version)

Loopback Testing 
Board

Module Pigtail

3

FPGA BOARD

Function Status
Power Supplies 

FPGA Programming 

FPGA Pin Assignment ()
Ethernet
TLB Signals 

Adapter Board Connectors 

BOARDID Rotary Switch 

LEDs 

Testpoints 

4

ADAPTER BOARDS

Function Status
Power Supplies 

Threshold Voltage Programming 

Module Connectors 

Power Supply Connectors 

MPOD Connector 

FPGA Board Connector 

PIM SE Connector
PIM Diff Connector
Frame NTC Connector
Humidity Sensor Connector

Adapter board (A version)

Module pigtailLoopback testing board

FPGA board FPGA board

Adapter board

S. Débieux

Active patch panel testing

• Received post-processed wafers (final chip) in May KWKX 
• Module assembly procedure is finalized 
• Detector assembly and surface commissioning is planned 

at CERN Experimental Hall North N (EHNN)



Summary

• FASER is taking data in the very forward region of the LHC from KWKK 
• New ALPs limits  

- Observed = event in $B.B fb-=, expecting S.#! ± S."Q from ν CC interactions in pre-shower 

• A new pre-shower detector will enable multi-γ tagging and resolve very collimated 
photon pairs 

• Pre-production ASIC extensively tested 
• Received post-processed wafers 
• Targeting installation in December KWKX

=Q
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September 2022: CERN SPS Test Beam (20-150 GeV e-)

20 GeV e

DUT: 3 sensors + 6.6 X0 W
1 2 3

Calorimeter module
3

Testbeam setup in Geant4

Telescope planes 
(~%X0)

tungsten+DUTs 
(6.6 X0)

3 calorimeter modules
(25X0)

Studying resolution of the 
calorimeter

UniGe FEi4 Telescope: 

tracking & trigger DUT

e-

G4 simulaTon
Calorimeter 

modules
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The Forward Physics Facility

33

• FASER has exciting physic prospects for LHC Run 3
• However, it has become clear that in order to take maximum advantage of the 

physics in the very forward region of the LHC collisions in the HL-LHC era we need 
to increase the experimental capabilities
• Unfortunately the FASER location does not allow room for new or larger detectors 

to be installed on the LOS
• The Forward Physics Facility (FPF) is a proposal to create a new facility to enable a 

suite of new experiments to be situated on the LOS
• The FPF has a rich and broad physics programme

• Three main physics motivations
• Beyond Standard Model (BSM) “dark sector” searches
• Neutrino physics
• QCD physics

Forward Physics Facility (FPF)
• FPF is a proposal to create a new facility ~PZW m away on the LOS for HL-LHC era 
• At the moment Z proposed experiments to be situated in the FPF

!!

Forward Physics FacilityとFASER𝜈2

• Forward Physics Facility
– 高輝度LHCでの新しいプラットフォームの構想
– 未知粒子探索・ニュートリノ研究・ハドロン研究・宇宙物理にまたがる複数の実験計画

• FASER𝜈2
– 高統計での高エネルギーニュートリノ測定とheavy flavor物理
– 高エネルギータウニュートリノ反応の期待値：∼2300 (SIBYLL) / ∼20000 (DPMJET)

21

FASER𝝂2

FPF papers
• “The Forward Physics Facility: Sites, Experiments, and Physics 

Potential” (short paper), Phys. Rept. 968 (2022) 1-50, arxiv:2109.10905
• “The Forward Physics Facility at the High-Luminosity LHC” (long 

"White" paper), accepted by Journal of Physics G, arxiv:2203.05090FPF White Paper (KWKK/O) 
http://arxiv.org/abs/KKWO.WZWoW



Neutrino Background
• Neutrinos produced upstream of FASER 

through light/charm hadron decays 
- Evaluated with MC Simulations and validated in 

different detector regions 
- Expecting ".:! ± ".UV from ν CC interactions in 

pre-shower

!"

11

FIG. 6. Distributions in (z, r) plane of the neutrino (ALP) interaction (decay) vertex within the FASER
detector for the di↵erent regions with di↵erent requirements on the calorimeter energy.

clearly favouring neutrinos interacting within the calorimeter volume. In the second row of Figure 6,
the background composition in the magnet region is given. The last row highlights the preshower
and signal regions, dominated by neutrinos interacting in the preshower and, at higher energies,
dominated by ALP decays.

The magnet and calorimeter regions show high e�ciency (> 80%) and purity among neutrino

10

> 1.5 TeV signal region

Light 0.23+0.01
�0.11 (flux) ± 0.11 (exp.) ± 0.04 (stat.)

Charm 0.19+0.32
�0.09 (flux) ± 0.06 (exp.) ± 0.03 (stat.)

Total 0.42 ± 0.38 (90.6%)

TABLE III. Summary of the MC estimate of the neutrino background in the signal region. Uncertainties
on the flux, as well as experimental uncertainties further discussed in Section VII, are also given. The MC
events are normalised to 57.7 fb�1 and MC statistical uncertainties are given.

FIG. 5. Schematic of the regions used in the analysis. The 1.5 TeV signal region is a high-energy subset of
the preshower region, with an additional energy requirement of at least 1.5 TeV.

after the baseline selection requirements on those charge deposits described in Table I.

Imposing requirements on the preshower variables has been shown to provide selection power
among neutrinos interacting in di↵erent parts of the detector. E↵ective distinction between neu-
trinos interacting in the magnet, calorimeter, and preshower is achieved through selections on the
charge deposited in the second preshower layer and the ratio of deposits of the two preshower layers.
Neutrinos interacting in the magnet material deposit high charges in the second preshower layer
and have a PS ratio around one, whereas neutrinos interacting in the calorimeter material deposit
lower charges in the second preshower layer and have a broader PS ratio range. Those interacting
in the preshower material closely resemble signal events, posing a challenging background. Three
regions are therefore defined on the basis of the above categorization, as illustrated in Figure 5.
A fourth region, labelled as “Other”, is in between the calorimeter and magnet regions with PS
ratio between 1.5 and 4.5. In the design of the validation regions, particularly the magnet and
calorimeter regions, signal contamination was taken into account and is below 30% for the ALP
parameter space not previously excluded.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the location of the neutrino interaction vertex in the (z, r)
plane in simulation, as well as the decay vertex of a representative ALP signal model with ma =
120 MeV and gaWW = 10�4 GeV�1. The radius r =

p
x2 + y2 is the distance from the central

detector axis. Events with a minimum calorimeter energy deposit of 100 GeV are shown in the
left column of Figure 6, and events with a larger than 1 TeV energy deposit in the right column.
Neutrinos of both electron and muon flavour can be seen interacting throughout the detector
volume, in particular in detector areas with larger material density such as the magnet, preshower
scintillator system, and the calorimeter. The calorimeter region is shown in the first row of Figure 6,

Conf note: CERN-FASER-CONF-KWKX-WWN
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FIG. 9. Interpretation of the signal region yield as ALP exclusion limits with the assumption of 0.42 neutrino
background events. Systematic uncertainties described in Table V are included.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This note presents FASER’s first search for new particles decaying into photons and ALPs,
marking its first exploration of BSM physics predominantly produced in heavy-flavour decays. Data
collected by FASER in 2022 and 2023 from proton-proton collisions at the LHC with a center-of-
mass-energy of 13.6 TeV have been studied. A model with an ALP coupling to SU(2)L gauge bosons
has been considered. Multiple SM background sources that can mimic a similar detector signal as
ALPs have been studied. The dominant background stems from neutrinos crossing the FASER
detector volume and interacting with its material. Other backgrounds such as cosmic muons and
interactions of the LHC beam with the beam gas have been studied and can be considered negligible
in the context of this analysis. One data event was observed in the signal region, with a background
expectation of 0.42±0.38. Coupling strengths of the ALP to weak gauge bosons between 3⇥10�5 to
5⇥ 10�4 GeV�1 were excluded in previously unprobed parameter space with ALP masses between
100 and 250 MeV. ALPs as heavy as 300 MeV were excluded for a coupling strength of 7 ⇥ 10�5

GeV�1.
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Fig. 1. A sketch presenting a side view of the FASER detector, showing the different detector systems as well as the signature of a dark photon (𝐴′) decaying to 
an electron-positron pair inside the decay volume. The white blobs depict where measurements are taken for the 𝐴′ signal and the solid red lines represent the 
reconstructed tracks produced by the 𝑒+𝑒− pair.

tric charge 𝑞𝑓 . The dark photon may also couple to additional particles 
in the dark sector, such as the dark matter particle 𝜒 .

In this analysis, it is assumed that 𝑚𝐴′ < 2𝑚𝜒 and that the dark 
photon decays visibly to SM particles. Thermal freeze-out is then de-
termined by the processes 𝜒𝜒 ↔ 𝐴′ ↔ 𝑓𝑓 . For light masses 𝑚𝐴′ ∼
MeV − GeV and loop-induced or otherwise suppressed couplings 𝜖 ∼
10−6 − 10−3, the dark matter particle’s thermal relic density is in 
the right range to be a significant fraction of cosmological dark mat-
ter [11–13]. These values of 𝑚𝐴′ and 𝜖 are therefore cosmologically 
favoured and provide a well-defined thermal relic target in the dark 
photon parameter space for experimental searches.

At the LHC, with these thermal relic target parameters and in the 
parameter space where FASER has discovery potential, the dominant 
source of dark photons is SM meson decay and dark bremsstrahlung:

• Neutral pion decay 𝜋0 → 𝐴′𝛾 : This mode is accessible for 𝑚𝐴′ <
𝑚𝜋0 ≃ 135 MeV. The branching fraction is 𝐵(𝜋0 → 𝐴′𝛾) = 2𝜖2(1 −
𝑚2
𝐴′ ∕𝑚2

𝜋0
)3𝐵(𝜋0 → 𝛾𝛾) where 𝐵(𝜋0 → 𝛾𝛾) ≃ 0.99 [14].

• Eta meson decay 𝜂 → 𝐴′𝛾 : This mode is open for 𝑚𝐴′ < 𝑚𝜂 ≃
548 MeV. The branching fraction is 𝐵(𝜂 → 𝐴′𝛾) = 2𝜖2(1 − 𝑚2

𝐴′ ∕
𝑚2
𝜂)3𝐵(𝜂→ 𝛾𝛾) where 𝐵(𝜂→ 𝛾𝛾) ≃ 0.39 [14].

• Dark bremsstrahlung 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝐴′: In this process, a dark photon is 
emitted via initial or final state radiation from colliding protons in 
a coherent way. This mode is open for dark photon masses up to (2 GeV) [5].

These processes produce a high-intensity beam of dark photons in the 
far-forward direction along the beamline. Neutral pion decay is typi-
cally the leading signal contribution, but 𝜂 decay can be comparable 
for 𝑚𝐴′ ∼ 100 MeV, and dark bremsstrahlung can be comparable near 
the boundary of FASER’s sensitivity [5]. Other production mechanisms 
include the decays of heavier mesons (such as 𝜂′ or 𝜔) and direct Drell-
Yan production 𝑞𝑞→𝐴′, but these are subdominant and are neglected.

Once produced, dark photons then may travel a macroscopic dis-
tance, leading to a striking signal of high-energy particles far from the 
𝑝𝑝 interaction point. FASER’s dark photon sensitivity is largely deter-
mined by its location. For 𝐸𝐴′ ≫𝑚𝐴′ ≫𝑚𝑒, the decay length for a dark 
photon with lifetime 𝜏 travelling at speed 𝛽 = 𝑣∕𝑐 is [5]

𝐿 = 𝑐𝛽𝜏𝛾 ≈ (80 m)
[
10−5
𝜖

]2 [𝐸𝐴′

TeV
][

100 MeV
𝑚𝐴′

]2
. (2)

For dark photons with TeV energies, FASER can be expected to be sen-
sitive to parameter space with 𝜖 ∼ 10−5 and 𝑚𝐴′ ∼ 100 MeV. For dark 
photon masses in the range 2𝑚𝑒 <𝑚𝐴′ < 2𝑚𝜇 ≃ 211 MeV, dark photons 
decay to electrons with 𝐵(𝐴′ → 𝑒+𝑒−) ≈ 100%.

In the 𝐵 −𝐿 model, the properties of the 𝐵 −𝐿 gauge boson 𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿are determined by the Lagrangian terms [9]

 ⊃ 1
2 𝑚2

𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿

𝐴′ 2
𝐵−𝐿 − 𝑔𝐵−𝐿

∑
𝑓

𝑄𝑓
𝐵−𝐿𝐴

′ 𝜇
𝐵−𝐿 𝑓𝛾𝜇𝑓 , (3)

where 𝑄𝑓
𝐵−𝐿 is the 𝐵 −𝐿 charge of fermion 𝑓 . The parameter space of 

this model is defined by the 𝐵 − 𝐿 gauge boson’s mass 𝑚𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿

and the 
𝐵 −𝐿 gauge coupling 𝑔𝐵−𝐿.

The 𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿 gauge boson is produced in a similar manner to the dark 

photon, with light meson decays and dark bremsstrahlung the dominant 
production mechanisms; the production rates are proportional to 𝑔2𝐵−𝐿, 
compared to 𝜖2 as in the dark photon model. The boson can decay to all 
kinematically accessible states that possess 𝐵 −𝐿 charge. In this analy-
sis, the region of phase space which FASER is sensitive to is confined to 
the mass range 2𝑚𝑒 < 𝑚𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿
< 2𝑚𝜇 ≃ 211 MeV, where the possible de-

cays are to electrons, SM neutrinos, and possibly sterile neutrinos. It is 
assumed that sterile neutrinos have masses greater than half the 𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿gauge boson mass, and so decays to sterile neutrinos are kinematically 
inaccessible. The visible signal from decays to electrons therefore has a 
branching fraction of 𝐵(𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿 → 𝑒+𝑒−) ≈ 40%. If decays to sterile neu-
trinos are allowed, the visible branching fraction could be as low as 
𝐵(𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿 → 𝑒+𝑒−) ≈ 25%, slightly reducing the search sensitivity, but 
not to a significant extent.

3. The FASER detector

The FASER detector, located approximately 480 m away from IP1 
in the TI12 tunnel that connects the LHC with the Super Proton Syn-
chotron (SPS), is aligned with the IP1 LOS. However, due to the crossing 
angle in IP1, the LOS is offset vertically by 6.5 cm with respect to the 
centre of the detector, which is properly accounted for in the simula-
tion. The detector is described in detail in Ref. [10]; a brief description 
is given here. The FASER𝜈 tungsten/emulsion detector is dedicated to 
neutrino measurements, and it is not used in this analysis, but the eight 
interaction lengths of tungsten suppress potential backgrounds. Fig. 1
presents a sketch of the detector. In this analysis, the detector com-
ponents of interest are the 1.5 m long detector decay volume and the 
tracking spectrometer, both of which are immersed in a 0.57 T dipole 
magnetic field, as well as the scintillator system and the electromag-
netic calorimeter. The active transverse area of the detector is defined 
by the circular magnet aperture with a radius of 10 cm.

The scintillator system is composed of four stations, each consist-
ing of multiple scintillator counters. At the front of the detector is the 
VetoNu station, composed of two scintillator counters. Further down-
stream is the Veto station, constructed from three scintillator counters 
in front of the decay volume. Both the VetoNu and Veto stations have 
scintillators with a transverse size (30 × 35 cm2 and 30 × 30 cm2 re-
spectively) significantly larger than the active region of the detector, 
which allows for the rejection of muons entering the detector at an an-
gle with respect to the LOS. The next scintillator station is the Timing 
station with two scintillator counters that separately cover the top and 
bottom half of the detector (with a small overlap) installed in front 
of the tracking spectrometer, used for triggering and timing measure-
ments. Finally, the Pre-shower station is in front of the calorimeter and 
constructed from two scintillator counters with both a graphite absorber 
and a tungsten radiator in front of each counter.
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Fig. 7. 90% confidence level exclusion contours in (a) the dark photon and (b) the 𝐵 −𝐿 gauge boson parameter space are shown. Regions excluded by previous 
experiments are shown in grey. The red line shows the region of parameter space that yields the correct dark matter relic density, with the assumptions discussed in 
the text.

The exclusion contours for the 𝐵 − 𝐿 gauge boson are shown in 
Fig. 7(b), where FASER provides the first exclusion for models in the 
range 𝑔𝐵−𝐿 ∼ 5 × 10−6 − 2 × 10−5 and 𝑚𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿
∼ 15 MeV − 40 MeV, 

with a total region between 𝑔𝐵−𝐿 ∼ 3 × 10−6 − 4 × 10−5 and 𝑚𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿

∼
10 MeV−50 MeV excluded. In grey are the regions already excluded by 
experimental data from Orsay [49,50] and NuCal [51,26] as adapted 
from DarkCast [52], as well as from a dedicated search for invisible final 
states by NA64 [54]. In this model, the region probed by FASER is also 
cosmologically relevant. Assuming a dark matter particle 𝜒 with a mass 
in the range of 0.5 ×𝑚𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿
<𝑚𝜒 <𝑚𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿
and a very large 𝐵−𝐿 charge, 

the region of parameter space favoured by thermal freeze-out includes 
regions of parameter space that are now excluded by the new FASER 
constraint [55,56]. Alternatively, since the 𝐵 −𝐿 model necessarily in-
cludes 3 sterile neutrinos, it is natural to consider the possibility that 
these sterile neutrinos are the dark matter. These sterile neutrinos may 
be produced through the freeze-in mechanism, and the resulting relic 
density may be significant in the regions of parameter space probed by 
FASER [57,56,58].

10. Conclusions

The first search for dark photons by the FASER experiment has been 
presented, providing a proof of principle that very low background 
searches for long-lived particles in the very forward region are pos-
sible at the LHC. The search applies an event selection requiring no 
signal in the veto scintillator systems, two good quality reconstructed 
charged particle tracks and more than 500 GeV of energy deposited in 
the calorimeter. No events are observed passing the selection, with an 
expected background of (2.3 ± 2.3) ×10−3 events. At the 90% confi-
dence level, FASER excludes the region of 𝜖 ∼ 4 × 10−6 − 2 × 10−4 and 
𝑚𝐴′ ∼ 10 MeV− 80 MeV in the dark photon parameter space, as well as 
the region of 𝑔𝐵−𝐿 ∼ 3 ×10−6−4 ×10−5 and 𝑚𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿
∼ 10 MeV−50 MeV

in the 𝐵 − 𝐿 gauge boson parameter space. In both the dark photon 
and 𝐵 −𝐿 gauge boson models, these results are one of the first probes 
of these regions of parameter space since the 1990’s, and they exclude 
previously-viable models motivated by dark matter.
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• Chip size: 2.2 x 1.5 cm2 with 
matrix of 208x128 pixels 
(26’624 pixels in total)

• 13 Supercolumns (SC)

• Each Supercolumn has 8 
Superpixels (SP) (16x16 pixels)

• and 1 Digital Line (40 µm)

• Periphery (I/O and arbitrary 
logic) with dead area

• 720 µm on the readout side
• 270 µm for the guard ring 

SU
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UM
N

SC0 SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 SC7 SC8 SC9 SC10 SC11 SC12

SP7

SP6

SP5

SP4

SP3

SP2

SP1

SP0

Di
gi
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Periphery (guard ring 
sides + readout area)

11

Modular Architecture
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SIGNAL
COPY 1

SIGNAL 
COPY 2

11

Pixel Circuitry
Charge measured per-pixel, simultaneously for different superpixels

Hit above threshold generates a signal that is sent to the periphery via fast-OR
A charge proportional to the TOT is stored into the pixel’s analog memory
After a configurable delay, the readout starts supercolumn after supercolumn
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Charge Calibration Procedure

1

ADC vs 
injected charge Fit Invert f Measured 

ADC
Reconstruct

ChargeUse inverted f

2 3 4 5 6

Pre-processing Data reconstruction

Get the values of 
ADC bin per pixel for 
different values of 
injected charge 
using the testpulse

Fit the ADC vs 
injected charge curve 
for each pixel to 
retrieve the 
calibration curve

Invert the 
calibration curve 
and save the 
parameters for each 
pixel

Collect the data 
for each event

Insert the ADC value in 
the previously saved 
inverted function 

Project to get the 
reconstructed charge 
value  

• Goal of the charge calibration: from the digitized data information, reconstruct the charge the particle deposited in each pixel,
considering the response of each pixel
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Monolithic Pixel ASIC: Sensor

6. Analogue electronics in 
pixel. 

4. Negative High Voltage applied to the 
substrate from front-side contact.

3. Electronics inside the guard-ring, 
isolated from substrate using deep n-
well.

5. Pixel and electronic deep n-
wells are kept at positive 
low voltage.

7. Digital electronics can be placed in pixel or in a 
separate deep-nwell to improve noise robustness.

>95% fill factor.

2. High resistivity substrate as active 
volume.

Depletion: 50 µm

1. CMOS die 
thinned to 130 
µm 
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Super-pixel Architecture

• Charge needs to be measured for each pixel: acts as an 
imaging device.

• Data is stored on the capacitor in each pixel and 
converted on the fly with a flash ADC at the output of a 
256-to-1 MUX. 

• The capacitor is charged with a constant load current 
during the TOT. 

• The same ADC will poll all pixels in a Super Pixel (SP) and 
convert them as needed. 

Flash-ADC
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Super-column Architecture

Av
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t [
kb

]

Active pixels

__ Frame-based solution (average)
__  Packet-based solution

~ 10 kb 
difference

• Super-column (SC) logic: mask the pixels, generates the test-pulse (TP), drives the analog 
MUX, handles readout and communication with the periphery. 

• SC are read out only if they register a hit. 
• SC level frame-based solution for readout logic in the periphery. 
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ASIC Structure and Readout 

• A copy of the signal exit IMMEDIATELY the pixel 
through the FASTOR

• Each FASTOR send a signal to the perifery to start 
the READOUT 

• To be sure we collected the charge entirely, the 
perifery waits a bit before starting the READOUT

• Readout time max 200 μs

• If in a super-pixel zero FASTOR are active, zero bit 
are sent to the periphery (optimization)

SIGNAL
COPY 2

From FASTOR to 
periphery that
starts READOUT
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